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Alkeon’s Q2 newsletter
• In the Q2 investor newsletter our best in class fund Alkeon pointed out a few interesting macro economic observations. We fully
agree with most of them and will summarize the most important.
• With massive government stimulus and record low interest rates, a balanced equity / bond portfolio allocation offers a scarcity of
attractive asset choices for investors. Historically, treasuries acted as shock absorbers and protected equity portfolios during
major dislocations and market corrections, but this is no longer the case. With a negative to zero yield, bonds are now highly
correlated to equity.
• In addition, low volatility equity strategies (mostly investments in high quality stocks with high dividend yields, so called defensive
stocks), which were designed to outperform in down markets, failed to do so in the first quarter of 2020 during the covid crisis and
are currently more correlated to interest rates. We fully agree with Alkeon’s manager and for this reason a few years ago we sold
our historical best in class funds, such as Nordea Absolute Return, Robeco Global Equity, Carmignac Patrimoine, Axa Global
Income Fund, etc. because we thought that, in the new paradigm, such strategies were no longer offering the optimal risk / reward
profile, as used to be the case historically. We looked for and found better strategies, which had already proven to be right during
the dramatic market’s corrections of Q4 2018 and covid pandemic Q1 2020 (Z22, ABR volatility, Fasanara to mention few names).
• Our best in class funds Flossbach and Fasanara are also presenting arguments in the same direction (see below research):
• https://www.fasanara.com/scenario04012021
• As a solution to this dilemma, Alkeon holds the high conviction that this is a new era of asset allocation and stock picking is going
to offer the best performing strategy. Therefore, Alkeon’s management is committed to this strategy to achieve above average,
long term performance and outperform competitors.
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Alkeon’s Q2 newsletter
• Excess liquidity is very supportive of global equities, being positively correlated with an expansion of forward P/Es for equities.
• Elevated equity P/Es effectively embed and reflect expectations for a re-acceleration in economic activity. This is unsurprising,
as M1 growth has historically led PMIs by approximately 9 months on average.
• Thus, equity markets are strongly supported by robust liquidity and by a scarcity of compelling asset allocation alternatives. The
spread between dividend yields and bond yields remains 100-200 basis points above average and approximately 65% S&P 500
stocks trade at a higher dividend yield than the 10-year Treasury yields. Note: despite the increase in yields, real rates remain
negative!
• Those affirmations are fully in line with our best in class fund Flossbach, which is still holding 80% in equity allocation. The major
disappointment in the whole discussion is actually gold: even as negative yields increased further, the gold price has not rallied..

Increases in excess liquidity imply significant YoY increases to PE

Gold has decoupled from the drop in real yields!
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Alkeon’s Q2 newsletter
• Corporate FCFs reached new highs and are supporting elevated P/Es. KTS would add that the strong generation of FCFs is also
supporting future CAPEX increase, which is the key for a sustainable rebound of the economy. The new renewable and innovative
paradigm set in motion by new guidelines from governments is the optimal base for future sustainable economic growth.
• Further economic growth is also going to be supported from underspend by the US consumer, which is the most important
component of national GDP, followed by corporate spending.
• KTS is reading from multiple sources that in general housing prices are too expensive and market participants foresee lower
activities in the sector. Alkeon is actually arguing that, of course, low rates are stimulating housing and general economic activity,
especially, because consumer leverage in US remains very low (the ratio of liabilities to net wealth is at level of the 70’s). But home
inventories are actually still at record low levels, housing starts are running below the long term average level of 1.5m units and
the housing industry has been in a chronic under-built state throughout the entire post-GFC (great financial crisis) era. Alkeon is
adding that to make up such deficit it would take the housing industry a decade of 2m starts per year! Therefore, we are far away
from a peak in the US housing market and we are still not in a bubble.
• Surprisingly for us, Alkeon is arguing that the amount of cash (inflow in money market funds) on the sidelines is still very high, at
USD 824 billions, compared to the inflow into mutual bond funds at USD 568 bio and only USD 204 bio inflows into equity,
respectively. Therefore, there is still plenty of future support for equity mutual funds. We are probably at the beginning of a possible
reversal of decades of negative demand by households for equity. KTS would confirm such an assumption, having daily
discussions with retail clients investing smaller amounts in equities, spiked after banks started to debit negative rates on account.
We also confirm that most retail clients have not being actively investing since the technology bubble burst in year 2000.
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Liquidity around
• In addition to the statistical input of Alkeon, we would add this chart of Mr. Jurrien Timmer (Director of global macro at Fidelity
Investments), showing USD 4.5 trillion sitting in cash and Mr. Timmer is adding that such cash has far less purchasing power than
a year ago!
• Since the pandemic began, USD 757 bio has flowed into equities, whilst USD 621 bio flowed into bonds.

USD 4.5 trillion still invested in liquidity / money market assets (source: Fidelity)
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Alkeon’s Q2 newsletter
• Alkeon continues to remain overweight the US, mainly because of strong balance sheets (US has greater exposure to industries
with low leverage, mostly in the technology sector) and exposure in asset-light industries, which is translated into a higher return
on invested capital. In addition, Alkeon’s management believes in higher earnings growth in the US vs. other developed markets.
• Of course, Alkeon is also overweight emerging markets outside the US, where long-term demographic trends remain favorable,
particularly Asia. This is also in line with our best in class emerging market fund Aubrey. In Asia fundamental risk / reward is
attractive. Companies maintain high cash levels on their balance sheets, equity multiples are attractive and governments have
low debt. Alkeon mentions, particularly, how the Shanghai Composite Index remains attractive and valuations have recently been
near 15-year lows and is among the least expensive in emerging markets. China’s recovery has been strong and, despite ongoing
trade conflicts with the US, exports have boomed, allowing China to grow its share of global exports recently.

Net equity demand since technology bubble from US households: a reverse?

China’s share of global exports: impressive, despite US sanctions at highs
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Alkeon’s Q2 newsletter
• It is mostly forgotten by market participants that, remarkably, China has gone through the covid crisis without having to deploy
extreme monetary and fiscal measures. Leaving the Chinese government in a stronger fiscal condition vs other major economies
(money printing at annual growth of M2 money supply in China is 7% vs peak 27% in US and currently at 17%).
• In its research Alkeon also explains how, historically, as long the 10-year Treasury yield is below 5%, there is generally a positive
correlation between increasing yields and increasing US stock prices. The reason of such correlation is explainable, that at the
beginning of a new economic cycle investors are confident about higher earnings, therefore the risk premium falls, compensating
higher interest rates in the WACC calculation (equity net present value are calculated with discount cash flow models).
• Alkeon still favors long duration sectors such as technology, communication, and E-commerce consumer discretionary, which are
supported by superior fundamentals like strong secular trends towards digital transformation, distributed commerce, etc.

Money printing: annual growth rate of M2 money supply: China vs US

E-Commerce in Southeast Asia: projected growth
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Alkeon’s Q2 newsletter
• Alkeon management explains multiple long term advantages of the technology sector. We would highlight this most important
secular mega trend. Historically, due to an emerging long-term labor shortage, the technology sector experienced a massive
increase in spending. Because of various bottlenecks, due to the covid pandemic (for example chip shortage), various industries
felt the need to increase efficiency by investing in automatization. In previous labor shortages, technology spending spiked and it
was estimated to have risen to 5.5% of GDP, from 3.5%.
• Alkeon’s management is arguing that, despite such powerful fundamental tailwinds, technology is remarkably trading nearly
in line with the market, on a FCF yield basis. At the exact moment the long term secular growth outlook for the sector is
improving, creating a compelling risk/reward opportunity ahead of a potential large-scale, broadly impactful wave of technological
innovation, similar to the internet wave of the 90’. But, unlike the last innovation cycle, technology stocks now are highly profitable.

Technology spending as a % of GDP

Technology price ratio vs SP500 and labor shortage Innovations each generation when was in their 20’s
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Alkeon’s Q2 newsletter
• In this secular technology mega trend, technology companies can expand much more rapidly than in the past. Business can now
reach millions of users in the shortest time ever. Historically, there have been 4 major historical eras defined by the way we work:
• The hunter-gatherer age lasted several million years
• The agricultural age lasted several thousand years.
• The industrial age lasted a couple of centuries.
• Now the information age has lasted just a few decades. Today we are at the cusp of our next great era as a species (Maurice
Conti, Director of Applied Research & Innovation, Autodesk).
• Nowadays, newly formed innovators can scale from USD 1 mio to Usd 100 mio in sales faster and faster.

Number of years it took for each product to gain 50 mio users

Time to scale from USD 1 mio to USD 100 mio in sales
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Patients hospitalization and in mechanical ventilation beds
• As recently argued, it is important to monitor the hospitalization of new covid cases, especially in UK and Spain. The number of
patients in hospitals is increasing, but not dramatically. Therefore, we have statistical evidence that vaccines are working against
the delta variant also, though with less efficiency.
• However, the situation is quite dramatic in poorer countries, where vaccines are still not fully available. The African continent has
only 3% of the population vaccinated. Countries like South Africa, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Vietnam and Thailand are experiencing
a tremendous new covid wave with increasing deaths. Not only due to covid, but also suicides amongst desperate families, which
lost everything and have no support from the government. Sweden has always argued against lockdown exactly for this reason!
• The IMF is planning to disburse USD 650 bio in special drawing rights to poor countries, but half of funding would go to rich
countries and, therefore, there is still an intensive discussion about how to distribute capital to counties in real need.

Hospitalization cases are increasing in UK, but not dramatically, especially

compared to the massive increase of new covid cases in UK, Spain, Holland
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The green deal - digging beneath the surface
• The bank Julius Baer issued interesting research on the new green paradigm.
• Europe is to become the first climate-neutral continent by 2050. The extreme weather frequency is also increasing the pressure
to achieve such an ambitious goal.
• China, as the world’s largest greenhouse gas emitter, is committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2060, but, in the short term,
to achieve this emissions need to peak before 2030!
• US, second on the list of the world’s largest polluters, plans under the Biden administration to achieve a 50% reduction in net
emissions by 2030. Measured from 2005 levels as a baseline a successful 50% reduction should pave the way to hit the carbon
neutral target by 2050, at the latest.
• The EU has earmarked 30% of its EUR 2 trillion budget for the period 2021 to 2027 to fight climate change, but a concrete
implementation plan with the catchy name “Fit-for-55” has only recently arrived from Brussels. Therefore, in our eyes, the real
economy has not seen anything tangible yet from such capital spending. We are pleased to read that the president of the
th
European Commission Mrs. Ursula von der Leyen recently visited Rimac (the 8 of July 2021), which is a proof that something is
moving in the right direction and processes are speeding up. The Rimac’s project P3 mobility has been recognized as a
strategic project and proposed for the placement of funds from the National Recovery and Resilience plan.
• Additionally, EU is also setting new measures for the expansion of the EU emissions trading system (ETS), to ensures an annual
shrinking cap on greenhouse gas emissions within the bloc and will require companies to buy certificates. A clear example in this
direction is also the 1.5 bio USD “take or pay” contract between Trafigura and Gevo. The ETS volume should increase from
EUR 14 bio in 2019 to EUR 260 bio per year. In addition to the spending of at least 50% on climate protection projects.
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The green deal - digging beneath the surface
• That means, overall, EU governments are facing large public investment needs in the future to meet such long term ambitious
targets. Large public investments are translated as capital injection into the real economy, thus creating new jobs, which means
higher consumption.
• Julius Bär concludes the research by saying that the energy transition has already been in full swing for many years and is not
being held back by lack of capital, but rather by political red tape and the lack of ownership by governments and civil society. In
summary, JB expects the “Japanification” of Europe (KTS would add, not only in Europe) to continue and does not see convincing
th
evidence of a stagflation scenario in the eurozone. Next trigger is the 26 UN climate change conference in Glasgow this autumn.
• We were also reading the research of our best in class fund Baker Steel Capital Management, in which they confirm the fragility
of commodity supply chains and commodity shortages foreseeing price spikes ahead They argue that the semiconductor chip
shortage can be seen in the context of a much larger issue for green technology manufacturers and governments around the
world.
• The green revolution is gaining pace and the “green recovery” from the covid-19 crisis offers the sector a boost from stimulus and
easier regulations. Certain sub-sectors appear poised to benefit disproportionately, most notably those with “future facing”
applications in green technology, renewable energy and the broader shift towards sustainability. In particular, battery metals
(Lithium, graphite, cobalt, nickel), along with copper, are supported by expanding demand forecasts, driven by the development
and adoption of green technology.
• The research shows an interesting statistic: we have around the globe around 1.42 bio cars, which is translated in a total value
of USD 2 trillion. This means USD 100 billion value in batteries and finally USD 4 billion in Lithium.
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US politic and the FED
• Biden says inflation is temporary and the Fed should do what it deems necessary for recovery. Biden told the FED’s board chair
Jerome Powell that the Fed is independent and should take whatever steps it deems necessary to support a strong and durable
recovery. As always argued, the FED is going to stay dovish longer than market participants are thinking. Especially now, when
the Delta variant is spreading particularly fast (among non vaccinated). We had the confirmation by the 28.7.2021 FOMC.
• Analyzing recent markets’ weaknesses followed by a strong rebound, we can deduct that market participants are expecting a
dovish FED because of the rapid spread of the Delta covid variant among unvaccinated citizens. In US, 62% of the civilian
population over 16 year old has been vaccinated and the vaccination process is going to pick up. After which, it will become clear
that hospitalizations among those not vaccinated will be in the majority
• The FED’s balance sheet hit another record high at USD 8.24 trillion and has increased by USD 337 billion in just 2 months, which
is the largest amount in over a year. The reason is very simple: the FED has to cover the gap between supply and demand. The
Treasury’s demand is decreasing, since treasuries are an unattractive investment with such low yields. For this reason, the FED
is not in the position to commence tapering any time soon. So a Japanization appears the only real scenario going forward.
• Further proof of this trend is the affirmation of Mrs. Janet Yellen to the Congress that the Treasury will start special measures
(obviously an increase of the limit) due to the debt limit, as a total of US debt, now being close to the maximum of USD 30 trillion.
• The ECB is on the same page. ECB strengthened rates guidance and made it clear that inflation must stay at or over 2% durably,
before rates will rise. Of course, as KTS always argued, government high indebtedness is going to be repaid only via economic
growth and inflation, as US already did after WW2. The only “real loser” of such an experiment is again the ordinary citizen, who
is going to experience a tremendous loss in purchasing power of his pension plan over the next two decades.
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Losing purchasing power

What most of market participants do not understand: the real “looser” of a 0% yield environment is the normal citizen losing purchasing power over long term
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Chinese education stocks / sector
• Alkeon mentioned in the newsletter, that the Shanghai Index remains attractive and valuations have recently been near 15-year
lows. We are actually invested in the ETF Chinese E-commerce EMQQ LN and our best in class funds Aubrey Emerging Markets
and also Alkeon itself have exposure in the Chinese market.
• But, there is a reason why valuations are attractive. Investors have to anticipate, on an almost daily basis, new “potentially
negative surprises” from the side of Chinese authorities. Most of emerging markets asset managers have investments in the
education sector. Over the weekend, the Chinese government delivered once again negative news for listed Chinese companies:
this time education stocks. Basically, according to the government, all the after school tutoring (AST) will become non-profit
organizations, blowing up over USD 100 bio of market cap in the education tech stocks overnight (EDU US, TAL US, etc.).
• Reading the reasons for such move, we can totally understand the decision taken. But, again it would have being better to act,
before such companies went public. We believe that, going forward, Chinese companies that are planning to go public will make
sure they do so with the blessing of the authorities, before doing so. Apparently, Chinese authorities appear to have become
uncomfortable with this week’s selloff and spoke with investment banks to try to ease investor fears!
• According to our conversation with the manager of the best in class fund Aubrey Emerging Markets, they sold the company New
Oriental at 13 USD and the price is currently below 3 USD. The liquidation of the position was not a coincidence, because the
manager had been receiving warning signals for some time. Neither was the best in class fund Alkeon invested in any education
stocks.
• This again confirms that the best way to invest in “exotic” markets is via experts with a long term and solid track record. Otherwise,
there is always the risk of being too “far” from daily life in the region and not having local people constantly monitoring events.
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Lucid Motors IPO vs Rimac
th

• The Lucid Motors quotation started Monday, the 26 of July 2021. The venture capital Churchill Capital Corp took the luxury
electric-vehicle via SPAC (special-purpose acquisition company) under the symbol LCID US, valuing the company at USD 40 bio.
• Lucid Motors is on target to start delivering its Lucid Air vehicle, but has not yet started production and just completed its
th
preproduction phase. Lucid Motors filed with the US SEC (securities and exchange commission) on the 13 July, that 10k
reservations had been made for the Lucid Air, representing USD 900 Mio in anticipated sales.
• Lucid Motors claimed that Lucid Air beats the Tesla model S and Amazon-backed EV startup Rivian’s R1T in battery efficiency
and the company added that it even beats luxury EVs from Jaguar, Porsche and Audi on that metric.
• Lucid Motors’s valuation would be 44 times vs almost 13x for Tesla and 14x the Chinese EV producer NIO.
• Analyzing our investment in the prestigious Croatian carmaker Rimac, which can count on the support of top league companies
like Porsche, Huyndai / Kia and VW. Following the recent integration with the prestigious brand Bugatti, Rimac is going to establish
itself as top Tier 1 battery producer. Rimac is already producing hypercars and the latest model Nevera is currently the fastest EV
worldwide and will be for the foreseeable future with almost 2’000hp. The Nevera model costs USD 2.4 mio.
• Once the new production plant is completed (supposed to open in 2023 and will be the workplace of 2’500 employees) Rimac is
going to be the main battery supplier for Porsche, but also for many other prestigious clients like Aston Martin, Koenigsegg, Lotus,
etc. Therefore, we would affirm that the company Rimac is a “story” telling of the best product quality, solid financial backing and
is a global leader in innovation in the sector. Rimac definitely deserves a premium valuation over competitors like Lucid Motors!
• In the case of an IPO of Rimac, the valuation deserves to be higher than USD 40 bio?!
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General news on Bitcoin
• Apparently Amazon is hiring a digital currency and blockchain expert, signaling a growing interest in cryptocurrency. An insider
confirms that Amazon is lining up bitcoin payments and tokens ready to be operative by the end of the year. This could be the
th
reason of the strong rebound on Monday 26 .
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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